Childhood secondary ALL after ALL treatment.
Data on secondary acute lymphoblastic leukaemia (sALL) following ALL treatment are very rare. However, the incidence might be underestimated as sALLs without a significant lineage shift might automatically be diagnosed as relapses. Examination of immunoglobulin and T-cell receptor gene rearrangements brought a new tool that can help in discrimination between relapse and sALL. We focused on the recurrences of childhood ALL to discover the real frequency of the sALL after ALL treatment. We compared clonal markers in matched presentation and recurrence samples of 366 patients treated according to the Berlin-Frankfurt-Munster (BFM)-based protocols. We found two cases of sALL and another three, where the recurrence is suspicious of being sALL rather than relapse. Our proposal for the 'secondary ALL after ALL' diagnostic criteria is as follows: (A) No clonal relationship between diagnosis and recurrence; (B) significant immunophenotypic shift--significant cytogenetic shift--gain/loss of a fusion gene. For the sALL (A) plus at least one (B) criterion should be fulfilled. With these criteria, the estimated frequency of the sALL after ALL is according to our data 0.5-1.5% of ALL recurrences on BFM-based protocols. Finally, we propose a treatment strategy for the patients with secondary disease.